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Michael Faraday's Thought: Discovery or Revelation ?

1. Psychological Factors, Heuristics and 

Demarcat ions

During my time of study with Heinz Post, among many things 

which I will always appreciate, I learnt the value of making 

demarcations, not arbitrarily, but by searching for the relevant 

criteria by means of which lateral impressionistic thinking could 

be given communicable structure and identifiable form.   Inthis 

paper, I use insights from psychoanalysis to examine the 

possible process by means of which Michael Faraday made some 

of his discoveries of electromagnetic phenomena.  In this first 

section I identify the kind of demarcation I am making,  its 

relevance to heuristics and some aspects of value in it, so that 

readers unfamiliar with this approach can hopefully appreciate 

that relevance and value with respect to my conclusion.

 I begin by noting Post's demarcation, as given in  the 

introduction to his paper  Correspondence, Invariance and 

Heuristics:1

1  Post (1971) p.215.
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This paper is concerned with the better part of 
philosophy of science, namely heuristics.  It is intended to 
combat two common views:

(1) That it is impossible or improper to define any 
procedure for the constructing of new theories.

(2)  That the most one can say of the heuristic process is 
that it is a trial and error procedure.

A variant of the first view relegates an enquiry into 
heuristics to psychology, as if that disposed of it.

To deal with this last point immediately:  I do believe 
that there is a demarcation of the legitimate field of the 
philosopher of science, but that this line runs through the 
field of psychology.  This demarcation is provided by a 
criterion of relevance:  the line is to be drawn between 
what is intersubjectively relevant, and what is at best of 
private relevance............  The cut occurs between the 
private circumstances leading the scientist to acquire a 
prejudice on the one hand, and the rational connections 
between the prejudice in question and further 
developments in science on the other hand.

Post went on to state that in his paper the field of heuristics 

which he wished to discuss was even firmer than 

intersubjectively relevant psychology .  He was interested in the 

objective features of theories which provide a spur for theory 

change (their formal flaws) and with the objective features 

(explanatory power, etc.) in terms of which it can be decided 

whether a theory change is progressive or not.  He successively 

outlines heuristic procedures which are objectively identifiable in 

relation to these various features.  In using the phrase ' the 

structure of the heuristic objects ' (my italics; Post, 1971, 

p.216), I think he was stating that his central concern was with 

understanding those concepts of heuristic thinking which could 
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be objectively delineated. Thus although he saw intersubjectively 

relevant psychology as part of the field of heuristics, he 

himself did not address it in his paper.   I am therefore thinking 

of 'heuristic objects' as all those concepts which Post does 

address.

I hold to Post's demarcation of relevance as identified above.  

I am not however attending to heuristic objects, except 

indirectly, but to the subjective thinking processes by means of 

which they are arrived at, or recognized as objects for thought.  

I consider a heuristic object to be a result of these processes.  

Such an object can be named, whether by definition or by 

conceptual understanding.  Once named, it can be located within 

the general structure of objective understandings and 

discussed to articulate its meaning, its validity within theory 

etc.  Discussion, as in Post's paper, produces consensual 

agreement, or disagreement, or clarification, of these issues.

In considering thinking processes, there is a conceptual 

difficulty, in that one is at the same time using some kind of 

thinking process.  It is essential that it is the operation of the 

process which is considered and not its name.  This is analogous 

to the appreciation of art, or music, where one does not 

appreciate something by knowing what it is said to be, but by 

engaging with it, as it is, in a personal experience.  In this paper, 
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I am trying to create engagement with the heuristic process, 

using Faraday's 'electrotonic state' as an example and applying 

a psychoanalytic view of thinking.  I believe this is a rational and 

communicable activity, but it is not purely objective, nor 

accessible by reasoned thinking alone.  Thinking about thinking is 

a subjectively reflective enquiry, in which the emotional qualities 

are first identified, then lifted into the realm of 'objects' for 

rational thought. 

I am exploring thinking processes, some of which involve 

prejudice and  block scientific development  and some of which 

may enable escape from prejudice and allow development to 

proceed.  The historical evidence that discovery has occurred 

and been located within an explanatory system indicates a 

change or development in the processes of thought and a 

capacity to escape from prejudice.  In the personal sphere of 

undergoing psychoanalysis, such a change would be considered 

fundamental to psychoanalytic process, not its theory.  I am 

not however looking at the processes by means of which new 

formulations in psychoanalytic theory have been reached.  I am 

taking some of those formulations, particularly the insights into 
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unconscious thinking process made by Wilfred Bion2 and applying 

them to the sphere of scientific discovery, to see whether 

successful heuristic processes can be inferred from Michael 

Faraday's written record of discoveries.3  In other words, I am 

exploring subjective mental change in a non-private sphere by 

considering the historical evidence of a fundamental change in 

scientific knowledge and theory.  

2.  Processes of Thinking

2.1  Prejudice, Lie and Truth.

Bion and Faraday were both inspiring thinkers.  Faraday in the 

nineteenth century made the discoveries which laid the 

foundations for modern electromagnetic field theory; Bion in 

this century moved forward from the thought of Freud4 and 

Melanie Klein5 to open up new developments in  psychoanalytic 

thinking with regard to the nature of thought itself6.  

2 W.R. Bion, (1897-1979),psychoanalyst.  Neither a definitive biography nor 

a full critique of his work has yet been published, although several authors 

have attempted partial accounts.   See Meltzer(1978) and Gerard Bleandonu, 

Wilfred Ruprecht Bion, 1897-1979; His Life and Work, forthcoming, Free 

Association Books.

3Michael Faraday (1791-1867). 

4 Sigmund Freud (1856-1939), founder of psychoanalysis.

5 Melanie Klein (1882-1960).   Klein (1952, 1975)  and  Meltzer (1978).

6see below.
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Central to the thinking of both Bion and Faraday was the 

concept of truth  and their struggle was the difficulty of finding 

truth.  Both reflected closely on the reasons for the difficulty.   

Faraday tried all his life to identify and defeat that kind of 

unthinking, apparently scientific assumption which he called 

prejudice.   He often referred to the difficulties of establishing 

facts and described the failure to do so as a consequence of 

prejudice.  For example, he said 7

........men are so often bowed down and carried forward 
from fallacy to fallacy, their eyes not being opened to see 
what that fallacy is............

He also perceptively realized that the problem of failure was 

not a matter of intelligence or hard work as is sometimes 

thought, because he followed the above with this comment:

........the more acute a man is, the more he is bound by 
the chains of error;  for he only uses his ingenuity to falsify 
the truth which lies before him...........

Faraday's most formal attempt to discuss the nature of 

prejudice and the means by which he believed it could be 

overcome or at least mitigated was made towards the end of 

his long career at the forefront of scientific discovery in his 

lecture Observations on Mental Education8.  I refer to this 

further in section 3, Faraday's Thinking.

7 Faraday (1833). 

8 Faraday (1855).
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In considering Bion's ideas, I shall focus on his paper A Theory 

of Thinking  (Bion, 1962a) and subsequent books which 

developed the ideas put forward in this seminal paper (Bion, 

1962b, 1963, 1965, 1970).  Some comments which he made 

concerning science were influential in my thinking concerning 

the development of science and the nature of prejudice.  For 

example, he said 9,

The difficulties of the patient suffering from a disorder of 
thought are similar to those that beset scientists, and others 
concerned with the establishment of facts, in that they arise 
through failure to ascertain facts and so involve the 
investigation of the nature of failure.

He went on to say that this failure was impossible to 

psychoanalyse 10

......without understanding the problem of the 
philosopher of science and conversely that his problem is 
incompletely stated without the aid of psychoanalytic 
experience of disorders of thought.

It is this mutual relevence between philosophy of science and 

psychoanalytic experience as illuminated by Bion that I want to 

explore here.

2.1.1  Bion's Lie:

Bion identified a thinking process which produced what he 

called a lie.  I will try to build a realization of the meaning of this 

9 Bion (1962 b), p.66.  

10 ibid.
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concept by commenting on an example11.

Consider the following statement about the effect of pre-

conceived ideas on genuine understanding, made by John 

Tyndall12.  (It is recorded that Faraday overheard and agreed 

with the remark13.)  Tyndall said:

In our conceptions and reasonings regarding the forces 
of nature, we perpetually make use of symbols which, 
when they possess a high representative value, we dignify 
with the name of theories.  Thus, prompted by certain 
analogies, we ascribe electrical phenomena to the action of 
a particular fluid, sometimes flowing, sometimes at rest.  
Such conceptions have their advantages and their 
disadvantages;  they afford peaceful lodging to the intellect 
for a time, but they also circumscribe it, and by and by, 
when the mind has grown too large for its lodging, it often 
finds difficulty in breaking down the walls of what has 
become its prison instead of its home.

This quotation describes a well-known picture of science;  the 

construction of theories, development of models, testing, etc., 

which is often supposed to be the nature of scientific method.  

It is undoubtedly a realistic description of much of the activity 

we call science.  Elsewhere14 I have called this process 

11 I am solely responsible for the attempt to interpret and explain Bion's idea 

in this way.  I hope that I have not introduced a distortion of his thinking and am 

grateful to Bion's widow, Francesca Bion, who some years ago encouraged me in 

my attempt to explore Faraday's thinking via the thought of Bion.

12 John Tyndall, Faraday's successor as professor at the Royal Institution, also 

his colleague and biographer, Tyndall (1868).

13 ibid. p. 63.

14 Crawford (1985 b) p.222. 
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"benevolent prejudice". 

Bion would have called it a "lie", regardless of whether the 

particular theory concerned was at its "peaceful lodging to the 

intellect" stage, or at its "prison" stage.  He was not concerned 

with its explanatory power, but was concerned instead with the 

intentions or unconscious phantasies of the thinker.

This concern needs explication.  It could be said that a 

"thought" such as Tyndall describes implies a mental activity 

characterized by reasoning, theorizing, model-making, 

speculating and so on.  But, is 'characterized' an accurately 

used word when most, if not all, of the description refers only 

to conscious activity?  Bion asks us to look at the totality of 

mental activity, and the psychoanalytic insight that unconscious 

phantasy pervades our mental activity15.  He suggests that, 

unconsciously, most thoughts will be produced by the thinker to 

cope with the emotional circumstances in which he/she finds 

him/herself.

This is Bion's lie: a thought which requires a thinker for its 

15 Consider for example the following quote:

All a child's activities, and those of adults too, even those most 
geared to external reality, also express and contain their phantasies.  
External reality affects our phantasies, and our phantasies influence 
our perceptions of external reality.

in Patricia Daniel (1992). 
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construction because of the thinker's need, and thus exists 

because of the thinker.  The lie cannot exist without the thinker 

who has thought it.  In relation to narcissistic states of mind, 

Bion said16,

The lie depends on the thinker and gains significance 
through him.

Another way of putting this is that the lie is a thought 

constructed by the thinker for some purpose relevant to his 

internal needs, whether that need is a peaceful lodging for the 

intelllect in the face of unknowns, or the significance craved by 

the narcissist, or a need of some other kind.  This thinking is 

not necessarily in opposition to the establishment of facts, 

because internal need is not necessarily in opposition to reality.  

Neither is it necessarily a self-deception, unless the intention or 

need  of the thinker is to deceive the self.   However, it is a 

thinking process in which the notion of truth is irrelevant at the 

time the process is in operation.

I agree with Bion's view of the "lie" process.  He said17,

............the weakness [of scientific method] may be closer 
to the weakness of psychotic thinking than superficial 
scrutiny would admit.

2.1.2  The Problem:

16 Bion(1970) p.103.

17 Bion(1962 b) p. 14.
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At this stage in my presentation of the ideas, it would appear 

that whether or not the product of thought is a true fact can 

only be decided by hindsight; during a thinking process, as 

described, there will be no way to judge the truth or otherwise 

of the result.  The problem has been put to me as follows18

....if the lie (which does require a thinking person) is 
produced because of the distorting influence of the thinkers 
emotional needs, how can a thinker ever be, or know to 
be, in a state where such distorting influences are absent 
(since any thought process in a thinking being will be 
embedded in some emotions)?

It would thus seem that the only thing which can be done 

would be to apply testing by hindsight as frequently as possible.  

However, this would not answer Faraday's perceptive 

understanding of the nature of prejudice:  that it gets worse, 

because ingenuity can be used in falsification.  

The questions can be answered: a) by noting more carefully 

the nature of the lie process, b) by accepting as possible Bion's 

idea of 'truth' and c) by considering this idea in relation to 

discovery (Faraday's account in particular) and seeing this as 

the achievement of an emotional being (which is how Faraday 

himself saw it).

2.1.3  The Nature of the Lie Process:

If it is accepted that all thinkers are emotional beings, it does 
18 Personal communication from Harmke Kamminga and Steven French.
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not necessarily follow that objective unbiased thought cannot 

exist.  A thinker interested in objectivity is usually aware of the 

sorts of problems inherent in supposedly objective concepts.  

John Tyndall's comment (p.7) which I have previously used to 

illustrate Bion's notion of lie is a good example of such 

awareness.  I will now use that same comment to illustrate the 

nature of the lie process.

First, the comment itself may not be a lie; it seems to be a 

truthful complaint; it is the description of scientific method 

contained in it which is the lie.  Tyndall describes the use of 

'conceptions' and 'reasonings', etc. and how they 'afford 

peaceful lodging to the intellect' or 'become a prison'.  However, 

when he and many others are engaged in that scientific method, 

actually reasoning, there is little or no acknowledgement 

whatever of this emotional quality, even when, as in this case, 

at least some of it appears to be quite within the range of 

consciousness.  However often scientists or philosophers 

acknowledge that thinking may be biassed by subjectivity of 

some sort, they often  continue to engage in reasoning as if the 

conceptions and symbols they use in the process were indeed 

objective.  

As Bion said, their problem is incompletely stated.  It is as 

though knowing how difficult it is to reach a certainty that 
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something is objective, knowing how much objectivity and its 

clarity is desired, that they say to themselves "I need peace, I'll 

treat this as if it is certain and clear and I'll eventually find out 

when I see how it fits with the other things I'm also treating as 

if they were certain and clear too".  The lie is located in the as 

if  :  in order to find a peaceful lodging in the face of unknowns, 

the 'liar' turns away from 'unknown', and for the present, treats 

it as 'known'. 

2.1.4  Bion's idea of truth:

The words 'truth' and 'lie' are frequently used as opposites.  

Neither Faraday's 'prejudice', nor Bion's 'lie', is the opposite of 

'truth' as though both the true and the not true were 

propositions of equal status in a logical system.  Truth is in a 

different category of thought, independent of any particular 

system; it appears the same from every frame of reference, if 

every frame could be encompassed in thought19, and exists 

regardless of systems of lies, prejudices or local consistencies 

which might exist within a particular frame.

Bion distinguished 'truth' from 'knowledge' as follows:  He said 

that an 'ultimate reality' could be conjectured, but that it was 

19 Karl Popper's recognition that 'science can never claim to have attained 

truth' is not contradicted by Bion's understanding of 'truth'.
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formless, unknown and unknowable20.  It is also infinite and 

evolving.  His belief or faith in the conjecture of ultimate reality 

is not religious, although he is aware that many religions would 

use a name or 'godhead' for such ineffable conjecture.  He says 

that it is scientific, and21 

That it exists is an essential postulate of science but it 
cannot be scientifically discovered.

That is, some of the phenomena from which the existence of 

'ultimate reality' is conjectured are the observable behaviours 

of scientists, and the observed successes of the scientific 

enterprise. 

Bion illustrated his views with reference to the phenomena of 

psychoanalytic events, with only incidental comments on 

science, such as that quoted.  The following is therefore my 

version of how his work applies to science and scientific 

knowledge.

I think he was saying that knowledge (not truth) of the world 

was gained from phenomena by virtue of the senses, and that 

mental events, such as the construction of scientific concepts, 

could be regarded as either having irrelevant defects which 

obstructed an intersection with the experience of ultimate 

20 Bion (1970), p.26.

21 ibid. p.30.
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reality, or, having pointers which initiated such an intersection.  

In the latter case, the evolution of awareness could lead to 

discovery and the reinforcement of the conjecture, or faith, 

that ultimate reality exists.  

Thus, in a thinking being, the 'truth' or that part of truth 

which is a 'true thought' is a representation of existent reality;  

knowledge of it may be imprecise or partial or experienced as 

changing and can be recognized as not whole, but it is a 

representation which is good enough in that it does not distort 

or falsely suggest certainty.  It creates further possibilities of 

intersection with the evolving whole which is ultimate reality.  

Therefore Bion said that the 'truth' or a 'true thought' could 

exist whether or not it was thought of by any person at all.  It is 

a possible intersection with the formless ultimate reality and 

thus exists regardless of any systems of lies or prejudice or 

emotional states which might be part of someone's thinking.  It 

exists whether or not any person is aware of the intersection. 

The task of the scientist is to attempt to initiate 

intersection, to be aware of it, and to interpret the conjunction 

between personal experience and the unknowable reality, thus 

creating some form of knowledge.  The scientific task is 

misconceived if it is an attempt to construct  knowledge.
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2.1.5  Truth in relation to discovery. 

The problem faced by the thinker is that of getting in touch 

with truth and the further problem of a scientist is that of 

knowing whether or not this has been done. 

  To express the problem in another way, the question Is this 

true? is a question asked when the thought is already framed 

(and a philosopher may say that it is not an answerable 

question, and pose a different one about validity or 

consistency).  Bion might have said "Has intersection been 

initiated?"  However, it is too late.  If intersection has not taken 

place, it cannot now be engendered by looking at the lie.  If 

intersection has taken place, there will be an awareness, 

however inarticulate22.  It is this awareness of truth which 

excites and stimulates the discoverer or searcher.  A 

scientist's problem is therefore not that of knowing whether  

this  is true, as this is not yet there to be looked at;   his/her 

worry is:  Am I thinking truly?   (Am I becoming aware?)  The 

question is not whether or not one has thought truly in the 

past, but whether or not one is doing so at this very moment.

Bion expressed his understanding of how this kind of thinking 

was distinguished from the lie only (so far as I know) in terms 
22The exploration of children indicates awareness linked with inadequacy of 

knowledge.
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of the mode of enquiry of a psychoanalyst, describing how 

'truth' and 'lie' could be distinguished in psychoanalytic 

investigation23.  The two kinds of thinking are emotionally 

distinguished by emotional need for certainty or clarity, and 

emotional capacity to tolerate deep uncertainty and ignorance.  

In transposing Bion's distinction between kinds of thinking to 

the context of scientific thought, there is no change in (a) 

recognition that all kinds of thought have both emotional and 

cognitive elements and (b) the classes of thinking differ 

because the mode of selection of objects for thought differs. 

2.2  Different Kinds of Thinking in Scientific 

Invest igat ion.

Fortunately for science, the study of Faraday's work, 

particularly his Diary24, shows two classes of thinking process.  

The first is that 'scientific method' already described as a 'lie' 

because of its unconscious intention.  In the scientific context, I 

personally prefer my own term, 'benevolent prejudice', because I 

have experienced its power to explain, sort out confusions, and 

generally construct mental representations which enable 

memory or cognition of numerous complex events.  However, 

23 Bion (1970) p.33.

24 see below, Section 3.
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this kind of thinking cannot discover something which is 

unknown because it does not operate on ideas which have no 

prior mental representation. 

Henri Poincare described the process of creation of a 

mathematical formulation as follows25:

If a new result is to have any value, it must unite elements 

long since known, but until then scattered and seemingly foreign 

to each other, and suddenly introduce order where the 

appearance of disorder reigned.  Then it enables us to see at a 

glance each of these elements in the place it occupies in the 

whole.  Not only is the new fact valuable on its own account, but 

it alone gives a value to the old facts it unites.  Our mind is as 

frail as our senses are; it would lose itself in the complexity of 

the world if that complexity were not harmonious; like the 

shortsighted, it would only see the details, and would be obliged 

to forget each of these details before examining the next, 

because it would be incapable of taking in the whole.  The only 

facts worthy of our attention are those which introduce order 

unto this complexity and so make it accessible to us.

This can help us to understand the reasons why prejudice can 

be benevolent, but it also contains the clue to a different mode 

25 Poincare (1913)
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of selection.  'To lose our mind in the complexity of the world' is 

a frightening idea, especially if our emotional strength is frail, 

and we only have reasoning or cognitive strength.  There is a 

different mode of selection of phenomena, which involves 

knowingly facing loss of apparent knowledge.  This second kind 

of thinking is not an opposing process, but one of a different 

category, where we deliberately acknowledge and face our need, 

seeking clarity only in terms of distinction between that which 

is certain and that which is not.  Mental representation of 

something previously unknown begins with an unfulfilled 

indefinite state in which the complexity of phenomena is part of 

awareness but not part of knowledge.

 Faraday tried to inform us of this process26:

This education has for its first and last step humility 
...founded...on the increase of that internal knowledge 
which alone can make us aware of our internal wants.  
....And though such self-schooling must continue to the end 
of life to supply an experience of deficiency rather than of 
attainment, still there is abundant stimulus to excite any 
man to perseverance.  What he has lost are things 
imaginary, not real; what he gains are riches before 
unknown to him, yet invaluable......

Of course this is what many scientists and philosophers do, 

and it is the reason the scientific enterprise succeeds.  

However, the process is not made explicit:  this kind of thinking 

may or may not happen in any individual, or may happen only 

26 Faraday (1855) p.491
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occasionally and without understanding of the emotional 

reflectiveness which allows it.  Most importantly, it tends to 

happen only because of good fortune in education or training 

and can disappear as arbitrarily as it has appeared when social 

or institutional conditions are conducive to the 'lie'.

2.3 Thinking Truly; The Ideas of Negative Capability 

and Revelation

The understanding of the meaning of 'truth' and 'lie' and of 

the processes in thinking by which the first is brought into the 

domain of knowledge, and by which the second is produced from 

emotional need, have implications concerning the nature of 

thoughts. It seems to me that both kinds of thinking can take 

place.  The conscious result of either process is the experience 

of an idea in the mind.  Therefore when we have an idea, the 

real scientific task is to know from which category of 

thinking it has come, (although it would appear that 

conscious thinking very rarely discriminates in this respect).  

As I shall show, Faraday thought in both ways27, and  in his 

lecture on Mental Education  struggled to describe the meaning 

of the latter task in what he called 'exercise of judgment'.

27 See below, sections 3.2 and 3.3.  Faraday's Diary contains many entries 

besides those referred to in this paper, which also illustrate how he was 

thinking at the time of writing.  
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  Bion tried to describe what would happen in the experience 

of a person thinking truly.  As I have said above, Bion's idea was 

that the true thought, an 'evolution of ultimate reality', could 

exist independently of the thinker.  Hence this thought would be 

experienced as received  by the thinker, not constructed.  Again 

quoting Bion28,

Nobody need think the true thought:  it awaits the 
advent of the thinker...... his significance depends on 
whether or not he will entertain the thought, but the 
thought remains unaltered.

When, or if, such a truth is received by someone, it may or 

may not be possible to articulate it.  'Entertainment' will depend 

on whether or not the state of mind of the thinker can create 

space  allowing its truth to evolve in some kind of communicable 

form.29  The feelings could vary from exalted awareness, the 

sense of intuition, the tantalizing solution just out of reach, to 

the abrasive stress of contradiction, but no feeling is a reliable 

guide - that needs analysis of the genesis of the thought and 

the work which places it in the context of knowledge. 

Bion encapsulated the complexity of his understanding of the 

state of mind in which a person would think truly by reference 

28 Bion (1970) p.103.

29 For example, the same truth might be expressed in art or poetry or 

scientific concept; few of us are able to articulate in separate forms, although 

we can respond to each sometimes.
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to a quotation from John Keats30.

I had not a dispute but a disquisition with Dilke on 
various subjects; several things dovetailed in my mind, and 
it at once struck me what quality went to form a Man of 
Achievement..... I mean Negative Capability, that is when a 
man is capable of being in uncertainties, mysteries, doubts, 
without any irritable reaching after fact and reason.

Faraday stated the same idea in reference to conscious 

exercise of judgment.  He said31,

Occasionally and frequently the exercise of the judgment 
ought to end in absolute reservation.  It may be very 
distasteful, and great fatigue, to suspend a conclusion........

.............[but] we should suspend our conclusions.  Our 
knowledge of the fact itself, and the many varieties of it, is 
not the less abundant or sure; and when the truth shall 
hereafter emerge from the mist, we ought to have no 
opposing prejudice, but be prepared to receive it.

Revelation  was a concept of great importance to Faraday, 

the notion of receiving truth being part of his Sandemanian 

faith32.  The ultimate reality which was God would be known only 

in future life, but in the present, some of God's truth, the truth 

of nature, could be revealed to the enquirer by means of the 

'spirit'.  'Negative capability' might well have expressed for him 

the manner in which one had to work while waiting for 

revelation.  

3. Faraday's Thinking
30 J.Keats (1817), 

31 Faraday (1855) pp. 483,484.

32 See Cantor (1991).
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  In Faraday's writing, one of his ideas, that of the 

electrotonic state 33, illustrates very clearly that both kinds of 

thought can co-exist, or appear to develop one after the other.  

The history of this idea also illustrates that the crucial problem 

in thinking is how to judge when one should be using reasoning 

and when it is the totality and complexity of the phenomena 

which needs attention.

I shall describe some of the story of the electrotonic state, 

which I think was a revelation (or 'intersection with truth').  

Faraday used and even misused the idea in the process of 

constructing theories over a period from 1831 to 1853 when he 

finally seemed satisfied that he understood it in relation to 

other concepts.  In other words, it was a thought, which 

existed, but which needed a very long time before it could be 

articulated with conceptual understanding in relation to other 

knowledge.  Many of his earlier conceptions had to change in 

order that this could happen.

3.1 The Electrotonic state
33 By this term Faraday meant a state or condition which would exist in matter, 

caused by electrical action.  Maxwell (1873) in Article 540 stated that

The scientific value of Faraday's conception of an electrotonic state 
consists in directing the mind to lay hold of a certain quantity, on the 
changes of which the actual phenomena depend.

The modern equivalent of the 'certain quantity' is the electric field potential.  

Faraday used his term in a more concrete sense.
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In September 1831, Faraday discovered the phenomenon of 

electromagnetic induction34.  His discovery of the effect was 

made as follows:

Two wires were wound, one on each side of a large iron ring.  

Electrical energy from a chemical battery was supplied to one 

of the wires, the primary wire, and electric current flowed in 

the other wire, the secondary wire.  That is, the secondary 

wire, with no electrical connection to the primary, had had 

current induced in it.  As Faraday realized, the only link between 

the wires was a magnetic  link, through the iron of the ring.  

Faraday immediately suggested an explanation:  he said that 

'influence' from the primary coil created a peculiar or 'tonic' 

state in the wire of the secondary coil, and that this 

'electrotonic state' caused current to flow.  Over forty years 

later, James Clerk Maxwell35 said that Faraday's 'electrotonic 

state' was a recognition of 'potential difference', our present 

term for the condition which gives rise to current.  However he 

also said that,

......without a much greater degree of development than 
Faraday gave it, this conception does not easily lend itself 
to the explanation of phenomena.

This sums up an important point.  The electrotonic state as 

34 Faraday, Diary, September 1831, (I-2  -  I-8)

35 See note 39.  
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Faraday first expressed it does not actually give an explanation 

of electromagnetic induction.  In 1831, Faraday was faced with 

this problem:  he had observed a new phenomenon, he had had 

what I think could be considered a revelation regarding its 

cause, as Maxwell later confirmed, but he could not, in spite of 

valiant attempts at articulation, actually show that the idea of 

the state did explain the phenomenon.  There was no 

independent evidence that any state existed and thus no 

plausible link between the supposed cause and its effect.

What in fact happened at this time36 was that Faraday went 

on to find and state the laws of electromagnetic induction 

without further reference to an explanation.  He found that he 

could describe what happened in terms of an easily observed 

and well-known phenomenon, the directions of magnetic curves, 

or lines of force, as shown by iron filings.  He gave up trying to 

say why it happened and wrote regretfully that the electrotonic 

state was not needed37,

Thus the reasons which induce me to suppose a 
particular state in the wire have disappeared; and though it 
still seems to me unlikely that a wire at rest in the 
neighbourhood of another carrying a powerful electric 
current is entirely indifferent to it, yet I am not aware of 
any distinct facts which authorize the conclusion that it is in 
a peculiar state.

36 Faraday, Diary, January 1832.

37 Faraday, ERE (242).
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In spite of saying that it was no longer needed, he was again 

making use of the electrotonic state idea in the following year, 

1832, to attempt electrochemical explanations38.  However, 

again, his final formulation of the laws and behaviour of 

electrochemical phenomena made the electrotonic state idea 

redundant.  The behaviour was better explained by simple 

measurements of masses of substance and duration of current 

flow39.

Two years later, in 1834, Faraday again referred to the 

electrotonic state when exploring the phenomenon of self-

induction40.  Then, in the following year, 1835, when William 

Whewell41 wrote to him expressing support for the electrotonic 

state concept, Faraday replied that he had given the idea up.  

He said42

I have given up this electrotonic state for the time as an 
experimental result because I could find no fact to prove it 
but I cling to it in fancy or hypothesis from general 
impressions produced by the whole series of results............

.............I feel that my safety consists in facts; and even 
these I am but too anxious to pervert through the influence 

38 Faraday, ERE (76), and Crawford (1985 a), Chapter 2.

39 ibid., also Diary, volume 2, especially (684-701)

40 Faraday, ERE, Series 9 and Diary (2092 ff.)

41 William Whewell (1794-1866,DSB). Professor of Mineralogy at 

Cambridge, 1828-1832.

42 letter from Faraday in Williams, et.al. (1971) pp.293-297.
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of pre-conceived notions..........

3.2 Constructed Thought (Benevolent Prejudice, or 

Need for Safety Produces a Lie)

At this time, the articulation of the idea of the electrotonic 

state idea was difficult, if not impossible, in terms of other 

concepts with which Faraday was accustomed to think.  These 

other concepts, of matter, space, power,  were his mental 

home.  They were not queried; the query, prejudice?, was 

addressed to the notion of the electrotonic state.

Nevertheless, the notion persisted.  By 1838, many advances 

in his knowledge and explanation of electrical phenomena had 

been made, but the underlying cause of electromagnetic 

phenomena was still a mystery.  Because electromagnetic 

effects occurred in the space around a wire carrying current, 

they were known as the 'lateral' or 'transverse' actions of 

electricity.  Faraday determined to explain their nature.  His 

Experimental Researches describe in detail how he set about 

this task43.  This is a classic example of 'scientific method' or 

'benevolent prejudice' as described in Section 2.1.1, above.  

Faraday outlined two hypotheses:  one, that action occurred 

by means of action-at-a-distance, the other that the 

43 Faraday, ERE, Series 12, 13, 14.
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electrotonic state, still unsupported by independent evidence of 

its existence, was a pre-condition of electromagnetic action.  

These hypotheses gave different predictions for a particular 

type of experiment in which material was interposed in the 

space between a primary and a secondary coil, so that the coils 

were 'screened' from each other.  Faraday expected the 

current induced to vary depending on whether the screening 

material was a conductor or an insulator, and that the kind of 

variation found would then decide between the two hypotheses.

Unfortunately for him, at least in the short-term, all his 

results were negative.  No screening effects were found and 

thus his prior reasoning had to be reconsidered.  Following this 

re-examination, which led nowhere, he said44,

I cannot conclude these general remarks upon the 
relation of the electric and magnetic forces without 
expressing my surprise at the results obtained with the 
copper plate...........Almost the only way of reconciling this 
effect with generally received notions is, as it appears to 
me, to admit that magnetic action is communicated by the 
action of the intervening particles............

This is equivalent to saying that action was not at-a-distance 

but was via the electrotonic state;  but, the predictions bring no 

evidential results, it simply appears to Faraday to be the better 

supposition.  It has not occurred to him to question the 

'generally received notions'; it is his hypotheses of action which 

44 Faraday, ERE (1735).
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are being questioned and tested.

Faraday's published papers and his Diary at this period display 

evidence of classic reasoning, always leading nowhere, or 

coming back full circle to the same 'generally received notions', 

proposed hypotheses and missing or contradictory evidence.  

This is Tyndall's prison; to use Faraday's own words, previously 

quoted, the more acute he was, the more tightly was he bound 

by the chains of error.  The difficulties of reasoning evident in 

Faraday's writing at this time demonstrate that he was in the 

grip of the lie, that construction type thought processes were 

in control and that he felt the chains of prejudice most acutely, 

although, prejudice being blind, he could not see or identify 

them45.

3.3 Faraday Thinking with Negative Capability

The situation began to change in 1839 and 1840.  Unknown to 

45 There is also evidence for this from beyond the boundary of that 
which is scientifically relevant.  I do not think it is coincidence that 
the most severe onset of Faraday's recurrent illness occurred at this 
time, and lasted until 1845, when, as I describe below, he had 
demolished the prison walls.  Concerning Faraday's illness, Cantor, 
Gooding and James (1991) say

Faraday's massive research output in the 1820s and especially the 
1830s contrasts strikingly with the early 1840s when, for a time, 
research almost ceased.  Moreover, he lectured less frequently at the 
Royal Institution.  The reason for these changes was illness.  
Although he had earlier complained of various problems, he now 
suffered from extreme exhaustion, dizziness, headaches and, worst of 
all, loss of memory..........He had recovered significantly by 1844 but 
thereafter often complained of memory problems.  It has proved 
impossible to identify a single cause of this (and other) illnesses.
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Faraday, while he had been performing his screening 

experiments, in America, Joseph Henry46 had been performing 

very similar experiments.  Because Henry's previous work had 

been concerned with magnitudes of voltage and current, he had 

constructed very powerful coils, and these were what he used in 

his screening experiments.  His results, for various materials, 

were all positive.  He found himself unable to explain all positive 

results any better than Faraday could explain all negative ones.  

Henry's results are in actuality the correct set as there is a 

screening effect for all materials, but, it depends on magnetic 

permeability, a property then unknown.  It is ironic that the 

effect is minute for the materials copper, sulphur and shellac 

which Faraday had carefully chosen because they have very 

different values in respect of electrical conductivity, a property 

we now know to be irrelevant to the screening effects.

However we now understand it, in 1839, screening effects 

had been found.  Henry had even found effects when the 

materials were not placed between the coils.  He discovered 

that anywhere nearby would do.  He could think of no reasons 

for this, made certain that it was so, and faithfully published his 

discoveries, saying47 
46 Joseph Henry (1797-1878),Professor of Natural Philosophy in the College 

of Princeton, New Jersey, U.S.A.

47 Henry (1839), p. 319.
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............this part of the investigation was, for a time given 
up almost in despair...........

Faraday read Henry's paper in 1839, accepted his results, but 

was aware that they did not suit his reasoning any better than 

his own results had done.48

In 1840, he began another series of explorations into the 

topic.  The only record of this work is the account given in his 

Diary49.  This account is quite different in character from the 

reasoned arguments of 1838.  There is little developed 

reasoning or ordered description except for some experimental 

ideas and a convoluted theory of 'partial current'.  It is very 

difficult to follow, some is chaotic.  Ideas appear, are jotted 

down, are briefly developed, are abandoned.  A new track 

appears, seemingly without connection, an old one re-appears.  

Reminders about phenomena are interspersed with thought 

experiments, references to other work, experimental proposals, 

and apparently random comments50.  

48 Faraday, Diary (5234)

49 Faraday, Diary, August 1840, (6086-6187)

50 There is at least one major mistake concerning the phenomenon of 

electromagnetic induction which Faraday of all people ought not to have made.  

In considering 'partial' currents, which he thought might build tertiary or 

higher order currents from primary and secondary, he declared that, at these 

orders, current was induced from continuing, not transient, current in the 

order below.  This is of course not so.
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The whole tone of these Diary entries makes one realize that 

in these pages Faraday is not writing down what he thought, but 

is instead exhibiting how he was thinking when a major change in 

his conceptual framework was taking place.  The mistake shows 

that he was getting lost in the complexity, forgetting the 

details which he already knew.

It is tempting to speculate that this happened because of 

Henry's generous admisson of inadequacy.  Faraday was no 

longer alone with bewilderment and despair.  One of the insights 

of psychoanalytic process is that change does not occur via 

description or explanation of phantasy, but via shared 

experience of its feeling.

Bion has said that to reach a new formulation one must inhibit 

'memory and desire'51.  In these pages, Faraday sets aside his 

desire for order and his memory of 'generally accepted notions', 

to think with negative capability.  The result was a new 

formulation:  a conviction, without the need for evidence, that 

the supposed electrotonic state was indeed the mechanism of 

all electric and magnetic action, allied to a realization that 

supposedly certain concepts about matter and space had to be 

re-examined.  The true thought had finally been accommodated.  

The cost was very high; Faraday first had to doubt and then 

51 Bion (1970), p.41.
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change his deeply-rooted concepts about matter, space and 

electrical properties.  Having done so, he had to learn how to 

articulate these changes.  The meaning of the electrotonic 

state could not be expressed until the re-organization of other 

concepts was completed.  There is not space to follow this part 

of the story here52, but it should be noted that it was more 

than three years before his first presentation of these 

developments took place, when he gave a Friday Evening 

Discourse at the Royal Institution entitled A Speculation 

Touching Electric Conduction and the Nature of Matter. 

3.4 Physical Reality and Personal Experience

At the beginning of this section, I said that the real scientific 

task was to know from which category of thinking an idea had 

come.  The suggestion is that this would be a genuinely 

successful heuristic process, even though the truth of resulting 

theory could not be certainly stated and even though the 

knowledge acquired would remain partial, dependent on the 

current state of other conceptions.  By taking up the story of 

the electrotonic state much later, and attending to Faraday's 

own comments concerning it, I think that, however difficult it 

may be, there is a recognizable possibility that scientists and 

others can distinguish ideas founded in truth from those whose 

52 Crawford (1985 a)  Chapter 5.
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sources are prejudice.

In 1852, Faraday wrote a paper, On the Physical Character of 

the Lines of Magnetic Force 53.  This paper distinguishes the 

idea by which a theory represents a physical phenomenon and 

the assertion that the idea stated by the theory or 

representation is in itself the real physical phenomenon.  Much 

of later nineteenth century discussion of the new concept of 

the field  addressed this question of physical reality versus the 

alternative view that field theory was a mental or mathematical 

representation of something else.  Is a field line real, or an 

enabling description?  Although very conscious of both sides of 

the argument, Faraday declared that the lines of force were 

physically real on the grounds of his own experience in their 

discovery.  He had to account for his personal awareness in the 

discovery process, and could not limit his argument to objective 

considerations attending only to explanatory power. He said54

.........Indeed what we really want, is not a variety of 
different methods of representing the forces, but the one 
true physical signification of that which is rendered 
apparent to us by the phenomena.............. I do not perceive 
that the mathematician, even though he may think that 
each [representation] contains a higher principle than any 
that I have advanced, can tell the true from the false, or say 
that either is true................

53 Faraday, ERE, vol.3 (3243-3299).  See also Series 23-29, and other 

shorter papers in volume 3, which were written during 1852-1854.

54 ibid. (3303).
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.................Neither of these views could have led the mind 
to the phenomena of diamagnetism, and I think not to the 
magnetic rotations of light; and I suppose that if the 
question of the possibility of diamagnetic phenomena 
could have been asked beforehand, a mathematician, 
guided by either hypothesis, must have denied that 
possibility............

In 1845, Faraday had discovered the new effects, referred to 

in this quotation: an interaction between light and magnetism 

and  the phenomenon of diamagnetism in all materials.  He had 

then developed magnetic field theory55.  An explanation of 

these phenomena can indeed be given without asserting the 

reality of magnetic field lines.  However, like Faraday, I cannot 

see how the initial discoveries could have been made if Faraday 

had not 'known', however inarticulate the knowing, that 

magnetic lines of force were real in the same sense as a light 

ray is real.  I do not see that the idea for the experiments could 

have come into mind, let alone have been performed, if Faraday 

had not thought that he was directing a real magnetic line 

through his piece of glass.  

Therefore, when in 1852 and again in 1854, Faraday directly 

addressed the question of physical existence, and the 

distinction which had to be made between theory and physical 

reality, his chief line of argument was his subjective recollection 

of the making of discovery.  

55 Faraday, ERE vol.2, papers from 1845-1850.
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The heuristic question is, where had this inarticulated 

conception of reality come from, which was available to Faraday 

in 1845?  There is evidence that at earlier times, for example in 

183156, he had treated the magnetic lines as an expedient 

representation which enabled the expression of the magnetic 

laws.  At that time he had hoped that the electrotonic state 

idea was the statement of the deeper, more fundamental 

reality.  In 1853, he was saying that the magnetic lines had a 

real physical existence analogous to the physical existence of a 

light ray, and, further, that these lines were one and the same 

thing as the old idea of the electrotonic state.  He said57

............again and again the idea of the electrotonic state 
has been forced on my mind, such a state would coincide 
and become identified with that which would then 
constitute the physical lines of magnetic force............

The word 'forced' is meaningful.  It implies that Faraday 

experienced the idea of the electrotonic state arising outside 

his own mental framework, that he felt it as a pressure from 

the perception of external phenomena.  I believe it was 

accommodated internally along with changes in other concepts 

via the chaotic but accommodating thought processes of 1840.   

As the electrotonic state became real, so too did the lines by 

which it had been represented.  Then, after his work on its 

56 Faraday, ERE (232,238).

57 Faraday, ERE (3269).
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meaning in relation to other ideas, new discovery was possible.

4. Conclusion

Faraday had both faith and experience of the idea of 

revelation.  He had also endured over a long period the kind of 

thinking processes which had enabled him to entertain the 

revelatory thought.

 He thus felt able to declare that the process of discovery 

justified his assertion that the lines were physically real, in 

spite of his continued concern and fear of prejudice. He did not 

distinguish, as far as I know, any difference in categories of 

thinking.  However, he did try very hard and very consciously to 

distinguish between internal and external sources of ideas.  This 

is one reason why I am confident that his use of the word 

'forced' described above was no accident.

In 1854, in his lecture on Mental Education, he said58

I believe that a very large proportion of the errors we 
make in judgement is a simple and direct result of our 
perfectly unconscious state.

Then, having given examples of his own and others errors, he 

said59

58 Faraday (1855) p.465.

59 ibid. p.475.
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Among those points of self-education which take up the 
form of mental discipline, there is one which is of great 
importance, and moreover, difficult to deal with, because it 
involves an internal conflict and equally touches our vanity 
and our ease.  It consists in the tendency to deceive 
ourselves regarding all that we wish for, and the necessity 
of resistance to these desires..........

Faraday continues with references to feelings of deficiency, 

humility and need.  These words, like 'vanity', 'ease' and 'internal 

conflict' are all words describing emotional experience.  Faraday 

was saying that to be objective one must know oneself and that 

this was a matter of emotions, not of reason.

Bion would have agreed.  To think truly requires an emotional 

state of negative capability, in which thoughts are not produced 

to satisfy internal need, but are instead an accommodation in 

feeling to the thought which has been perceived.

It is easy, following the work of Bion, to write about two 

different categories of thought.  The problem is that when the 

conscious thinking apparatus experiences a thought it very 

rarely discriminates carefully between internal and external 

sources.  There is in fact much to indicate that it will often 

favour the internal source and resist external pressure quite 

strenuously.  However, by acknowledging emotional levels in 

thought, and attending to the emotional meaning of truth and lie 

which Bion has articulated, I think that one can hope for the 

possibility that scientists and others can distinguish ideas 
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founded in truth from those whose sources are a prejudice.

Post began his paper with the sentence60,

Philosophers of science should be concerned with 
Science; that is with the activity of scientists, whether the 
concern be descriptive, prescriptive or both.

His thesis was 'In Praise of Conservative Induction'; 

throughout the paper he made various remarks about the 

60 Post (1971) p.215.
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meaning of this, such as61,

61 ibid., pp. 237, 238, 255.
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Quite generally, the thesis may be put this way:  no 
theory that ever 'worked' adequately turned out to be a 
blind alley.  Once a theory has proved itself useful in some 
respects, has shown its semantic simplicity or explanatory 
power, it will never be scrapped entirely.

........

My claim is not merely that there is an element of 
continuity in change, which is necessarily the case in all 
human activity, but that in science part of the content of the 
old theory is preserved, as far as one can tell, for ever; not 
just in the next theory, but throughout all future theories.

........

I do , however, see links and commensurability in all 
theories so far investigated that ever had any success at all.  
By success we mean here, of course, not just popular 
acclaim, but measurable pragmatic success (e.g. correct 
predictive power), though these usually go hand in hand.

My own thesis is that knowledge results from intersection 

with the 'ultimate reality' as described by Bion and that a 

particular kind of thinking process enables this to happen.  

Post's thesis provides evidence for Bion's view of truth:  that 

is, the observed commensurability of successful theories is a 

phenomenon encouraging the conjecture that 'truth', however 

unknown it remains in its totality, can be brought partially into 

the domain of knowledge.  

In stating my thesis, I have attended to another part of the 

activity of scientists, the emotional part of their thinking, 

alongside the objects of their thought.  Emotionality is another 

class of observable phenomena. 

 A 'lie' could for a time achieve popular acclaim, as human 
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beings have some common emotional needs, and thus might 

welcome a 'theory', or variety of 'theories', which gave 

particular sets of needs satisfaction (this might explain 

Feyerabend's thesis also, and the persistence of sterile 

theories such as witchcraft or scientology which function when 

accorded emotional dependence).  

However, as Post claims, there are also theories which are 

successful in predictive power and fruitfulness.  My analysis of 

the processes of thinking indicates a possible explanation of 

why both kinds of theories should exist.  
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